Enterprise Reporting
with Sentry-go v6

Key features
Automatically record
monitored data using
SQL Server
Show overall system
health

When monitoring a server, arguably
the best please to be is on the server
itself. Sentry-go server monitors do
just this, to minimize network cost,
remove additional points of failure
and the need to compromise firewall

Centralised reporting
Single reports cover all
monitored servers incl.
alerts & status

and other security. These monitors
also give you access to monitored
information & alerts through their
dedicated web server.
However, there are times when

Help spot trends
Drill down for more
details
Access enhanced
reports through
Enterprise/ASPX

viewing

details

for

the

entire

environment can be beneficial. Doing

How does it work ?
Enterprise Reporting is an option
available for Quick & Plus! monitors.
Using a single licence, this self maintaining system enables individual
monitors to record status &
monitoring information to a central
SQL Server database automatically.
From here, additional enterprise-wide
reports can be generated, either from
the monitor’s integrated web server,
or using the enhanced Enterprise
Reporting/ASPX site for IIS.
For example, you can …

this with Sentry-go is easy.
With Enterprise Reporting, Sentry-go
monitors continue to enjoy the
benefits of local operation and can be
accessed in the normal way via the
Console Client & desktop browser.

 View alert & status information
from all monitors within a single
report.
 Verify overall system health.
 Spot trends.
 Drill down to access local details.

However, their status & monitoring
information

can

additionally

be

accessed centrally from combined
web

reports

to

give

a

single

"enterprise" view.

Why not try Sentry-go for yourself, free for 21 days ? Visit http://www.sentrygo.com/evaluations.aspx, or contact us for more information.

Accessing Enterprise Reports
Once details have been captured, you can monitor your entire environment with ease, direct from the
monitor’s built-in web server.

Enterprise Reports/ASPX
If you have Microsoft IIS, you can additionally install Sentry-go Enterprise Reporting/ASPX allowing easy,
external access and enhanced reporting content.
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